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- Cassandra Ledman - HK
- Zoe Taylor - HDFS
- Ellen Wells - HSCI
- Lindsey Becker - NUR
- Regan Bailey - NUTR
- Stewart Chang Alexander - PUBH
- Andrea DeMaria - PUBH

- George Hollich - PSY
- Howard Adler - SHTM
- Lata Krishnan – SLHS
- Clara Pauker – Student Representative
- Jennifer Rosselot Wilkins - Student Services
- Carmen Morrow – Secretary
- Liping Cai – Chair
Study Abroad: HHS Historical Trends
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26 Study abroad programs developed and to be led or coordinated by HHS own faculty and staff, with 327 students enrolled as of Feb. 15.

16 programs received SAIL grants to reduce student costs or support faculty development, with $92,332 in total funding ($60K external, $23K the dean’s office, rest department matching)

Two college-wide fairs for study abroad and intercultural learning, attended by 550 students and 60 providers.

All faculty-led programs were cancelled due to convid-19.
Study Abroad: 2020-2021

- Virtual exchange as an alternative
- Study away as an alternative
- SAIL grants
- Different approaches to recovery across the campus
- 61 programs being planned campus wide
- HHS approach
HHS International Enrollment (Undergraduate) by Unit

HHS International Students % of Enrollment Undergraduate

- HHS Total: 6.33% (2020 Fall), 5.29% (2019 Fall)
- SLHS: 1.44% (2020 Fall), 1.23% (2019 Fall)
- SHTM: 11.73% (2020 Fall), 8.39% (2019 Fall)
- PUBH: 3.41% (2020 Fall), 2019 Fall
- PSY: 11.07% (2020 Fall), 9.94% (2019 Fall)
- NUTR: 13.95% (2020 Fall), 12.40% (2019 Fall)
- NURS: 0.14% (2020 Fall), 2.41% (2019 Fall)
- HDFS: 3.03% (2020 Fall), 3.78% (2019 Fall)
- HSCI: 2.94% (2020 Fall), 2.94% (2019 Fall)
- HK: 2.79% (2020 Fall), 2.45% (2019 Fall)
HHS International Enrollment (Graduate) by Unit

HHS International Students % of Enrollment Graduate

- HHS Total: 18.45%, 15.94%
- SLHS: 3.67%, 3.81%
- SHTM: 4.65%, 3.87%
- PUBH: 26.03%, 26.92%
- PSY: 38.64%, 37.50%
- NUTR: 33.33%, 32.14%
- NURS: 35.56%, 35.90%
- HDFS: 19.51%
- HSCI: 21.43%

2020 Fall vs. 2019 Fall
THANK YOU

Liping Cai, liping@purdue.edu